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That Hunger Within
COMMENTARY

BY

BILL

HARLEY

Last Wednesday, at about 8:40 in the
morning, my son Dylan started to read.
He took the book from my wife's hands
and said, "I can read this." And he did.
We could tell he was reading - he made
mistakes.
Dylan did not choose the easiest of
books to read. It had the word "alligator"
in it. Alligator was one of the first words
he read for himself.
We were waiting for it to happen. He
has been carrying books around for
months. He has been pretending to read.
He has been asking us to write out
words so he could copy them. He just
wasn't ready yet.
Dylan is now reading Hop on Pop and
Fox on Sox until I want to throw up. Last
night, he read the poster on the bathroom wall which said, "Rhode Island
School of Design Art Museum." I have
never seen him work harder at anything
in his life. Certainly nothing I asked him
to do, like pick up his socks.
I know of few things as miraculous as
someone learning to read. Having been
present at the moment on several occasions, it strikes me as nothing less than
scales falling from the eyes, the light
going on. One of my teacher friends
remembers a child crowing at that
moment, "Oh, these letters make words!
Now I get it!" I guess they work it out in
their own time, not on the curriculum
schedule. One reading teacher told me,
"When it happens, I'm just glad to be
there. I don't know what it has to do
with me."
Years ago, I met Danilo Dolci, one of
the saints of our age, who struggled in
Sicily against the Mafia's grip on the peoMI CHIGAN READING JOU RNAL

ple there. One of the ways he did it was
through his school. In his school, children came to him when they wanted to
read. He told me the story of one child
who showed no interest all year - all he
did was play with trucks and blocks.
Trucks and blocks. All year long. He
drove everybody crazy. No interest in
reading, none in writing. Just trucks and
blocks. His parents came to the school.
What kind of school is this? When are
you going to teach him to read? they
asked. "When he's ready" said Danilo.
"When he wants to." But it was just
trucks and blocks. Towards the end of
the year Danilo was playing trucks and
blocks with the boy. Danilo mentioned
in passing, "Do you know what they call
someone who works on buildings and
roads?"
"What?" asked the boy.
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gry. If learning occurs because of that
hunger within, then the question is not
how do we feed them, but rather, how
do we make them hungry?
Bill Harley is an award-winning
singer, songwriter and storyteller.
Familiar to many adults as a regular
commentator on National Public
Radio's All Things Considered, Bill is
best known for his work with children,
families and educators. In addition to
performing nationally at schools, festivals and conferences, Bill has 10
award-winning recordings to his credit. For more information or to schedule
an appearance please contact: Debbie
Block, Round River Productions, 301
Jacob Street, Seekonk, MA 02771, (508)
336-9703.

"An engineer," said Danilo.
"I want to be an engineer," said the
boy.
"Would you like to know how to spell
engineer," asked Danilo.
The boy's eyes widened, "Yes ...
could l?"
Danilo wrote the word "engineer" on
the paper. It was the first word the boy
spelled. "From there," said Danilo, "the
rest was easy."
I am thinking that reading is probably
one of the most difficult and challenging
things one can accomplish in life, and in
the end, it has mostly to do with the will
to read - something that someone really wants. A good teacher is there waiting
for them, standing ready with the right
word, the right book, the right look, and
the lightest of touches.
Nietszche said the first rule of education is to feed only those who are hun-
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